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Electrohydrodynamic spraying, or electrospray, allows for the dispersal of very fine liquid droplets. This technology has numerous potential applications, including mass spectrometry, printing technology, and biological microarrays. Briefly, when liquid is pumped through a capillary and subjected to an electric field, an electric charge is induced on the meniscus. The combination of electrostatic, hydrostatic, and capillary forces elongate the liquid into a conical shape known as the Taylor-cone. Depending on the flow rate of the liquid and the applied electric field’s intensity, the cones may either emit drops or fine jets (the “cone-jet” mode) that subsequently break into fine droplets. The cone-jet spraying mode, in which a steady jet of charged droplets is emitted from the apex of the Taylor cone, allows one to spray drops in the submicron range.

Nanodispensing electrospray has been used for the nanoliter transport of biomaterials. Kuil et al. developed a computer-controlled method to deposit on a substrate arrays of nanoliter drops laden with proteins. Electrosprays are also often used in mass spectroscopic analysis of biomolecules.

More recently, there has been increasing interest in direct writing and inkjet printing on the micro level due to their low cost and rapid deposition. de Gans et al. anticipate using inkjet printing to form circuits and other electronic components from conductive polymers.

Conventional inkjet devices, based on thermal bubbles or piezoelectric pumping, suffer from fundamental limitations, such as relatively large size and low density of the nozzle array. In contrast, electrohydrodynamic jet printing and electrostatic field induced jetting devices, which are based on the direct manipulation of liquids by electric fields, can be made smaller and can operate at higher frequencies. For example, Lee et al. have developed an electrostatic field induced inkjet head for drop-on-demand jetting operation. Their design is able to provide relatively stable and sustainable droplet ejection. However, in many industrial applications, one needs multinozzle devices which can be manufactured massivly and produced with appropriate yield.

Hence, we developed jetting nozzles that can be readily extended to multinozzle devices as well as mass production. Polymer based fabrication is one attractive approach for large scale production of devices by means of injection molding or drilling. Figure 1 presents schematics and photographs of polymer-based electrospray devices. Figures 1(a)
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**FIG. 1.** (Color online) A schematic (left) and a photograph (middle) of the polymer-based electrospray device and a meniscus at the tip of nozzle (right). (a) Flat nozzle and (b) Protruding nozzle. (c) Electrostatic field (insert) and the electrostatic force at the cone’s surface when the drop diameter is \( R = 50, 54, 64, \) and \( 94 \) \( \mu \)m.
and 1(b) depict, respectively, a device with a flat nozzle [the nozzle is simply a circular hole in the surface of the polymethyl metaacrylate (PMMA)] and a device with a protruding nozzle. The protruding nozzle can improve the meniscus shape by preventing the drop from spreading along the flat surface. Beneath the nozzle’s surface, we deposit a 200 Å thick layer of gold to form the driving electrode. Above the device, there is a ring-shaped stainless steel electrode that serves as the ground. The liquid reservoir is made from PMMA and the devices are manufactured by using conventional machining technology.

Figure 1 shows the difference between the liquid menisci formed on the flat [Fig. 1(a)] and the protruding [Fig. 1(b)] nozzles. Witness that the drop formed on the protruding nozzle has a larger apparent contact angle than the drop that forms on the flat nozzle. The jetting phenomena was observed through the polymer based nozzle, which is a dielectric material with similar properties to the glass capillary nozzles. Both the flat and protruding nozzles concentrated the electric field at the apex of the liquid meniscus. Even though both the flat and protruding nozzles ejected liquid, the higher contact angle of the protruding nozzle allowed us to more easily generate a cone jet and sustain its stability during the jetting process.

To examine the effects of the meniscus shape on the electrostatic force, we numerically solve the Maxwell equation for the electric field and the electrostatic force using the finite element software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS (Comsol Inc.).

We simulated an axisymmetric two-dimensional geometry to model the circular nozzle with the liquid meniscus at its tip [Fig. 1(a)]. In the simulation, the distance between the nozzle and the top electrode is 200 μm, the nozzle diameter is 50 μm, and the applied voltage is 200 V. The shape of the meniscus is determined by specifying the curvature (R) of the meniscus. Figure 1(c) depicts the vertical component of the electrostatic force as a function of the radial position. Witness that the electric field’s strength near the apex of the meniscus increases as the contact angle increases (the drop’s curvature decreases). Thus, it is desirable to increase the contact angle.

One can increase the contact angle through the use of hydrophobic surfaces. However, even on a hydrophobic surface with a contact angle of around 110°, the cone jet generated by a flat nozzle is not stable and the meniscus on top of the nozzle may overflow onto the surrounding surface. One can eliminate these instabilities by fabricating protruding nozzles. Unfortunately, the protruding nozzle is difficult to manufacture. A flat nozzle, composed of a superhydrophobic surface (with a static contact angle greater than 150°) is most advantageous as the high-contact angle of the liquid meniscus at the nozzle’s opening diminishes potentially hazardous spreading of the liquid and ensures long term stability and repeatability of the electrospray process.

A known process for creating a superhydrophobic surface is ion beam treatment. Capps et al. reported on the effectiveness of argon and argon-oxygen ion beams in modifying the topology and wetting characteristics of polymer surfaces, in particular, polyfluorotetraethylene (PTFE).

In order to create a superhydrophobic nozzle, we use argon and oxygen ion beams to treat the PTFE surface. The contact angle of a droplet of de-ionized (DI) water was measured with a charge coupled device camera. Figure 2(a) depicts the contact angles of the liquid meniscus as a function of the surface’s exposure time to the ion beam immediately after exposure (triangles), one month later (squares), and two months after exposure (diamonds). The flow rate of argon and oxygen gas was 2 SCCM (SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP), and the energy source of the ion beam was 1.5 keV. As the exposure time increased so did the contact angle until it reached an asymptotic value after about 8 min exposure. The surface exposed to the beam for just a short time exhibited significant aging. When we exposed the PTFE to the ion beam for 10 min, we were able to sustain contact angles greater than 160° for two months.

Figure 2(b) shows the morphology of the raw and treated PTFE surfaces taken with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The left image is the untreated PTFE surface, while the right image is the treated PTFE surface. The raw PTFE surface is quite smooth compared to the treated PTFE sur-
term stability and repeatability of the electrospray process. The protruding nozzle. The treated PTFE nozzle ensures long range.

It is due to these nanoscale structures that we can increase the liquid meniscus contact angles to the superhydrophobic surfaces using an atomic force microscope energy ion bombardment. To measure the nanostructure face, which exhibited nanoscale structures due to the high energy ion bombardment. To measure the nanostructure quantitatively, we scanned the untreated and treated PTFE surfaces using an atomic force microscope (AFM), as shown in Fig. 2(c). The width and height of the nanostructure surfaces of the treated surface are ~200 nm and 1.2 μm, respectively. It is due to these nanostructure structures that we can increase the liquid meniscus contact angles to the superhydrophobic range.

Figure 3(a) depicts schematically the electrospray device with a PTFE nozzle treated with Ar and oxygen ion plasma. The PTFE is treated by the ion beam prior to integration with the PMMA reservoir.

From left to right, Fig. 3(b) shows the liquid drop on a flat PMMA, untreated PTFE, and treated PTFE surfaces. On the PMMA alone, we observe a small contact angle. The contact angle is higher on the untreated PTFE surface and still higher on the treated PTFE surface—similar to that on the protruding nozzle. The treated PTFE nozzle ensures long term stability and repeatability of the electrospray process.

Figure 4(a) shows jetting images through three flat nozzles of diameter 300 μm at various applied potentials. The top, middle, and bottom rows correspond, respectively, to PMMA, raw (untreated) PTFE, and treated PTFE surfaces. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) depict, respectively, the diameter and height of the cones normalized with the nozzle diameter as functions of the applied voltage for the three surfaces. In the cases of the PMMA and raw PTFE surfaces and low voltage (<4 kV), the diameter of the cone jet was greater than the nozzle’s diameter, which means undesirable instability and contamination around nozzle. In the above two cases, the cone’s diameter decreased as the voltage increased until achieving a value that was somewhat larger than the nozzle’s diameter. In contrast, the treated PTFE surface not only exhibited high contact angles, but the cone-jet diameter was equal to the nozzle’s diameter. When the liquid meniscus does not overflow on the surface, the voltage does not affect the cone’s diameter. Hence, we expect the treated nozzle to exhibit a stable and repeatable performance. In all cases, as the voltage increases, the electrostatic force, which extracts the liquid meniscus, strengthens and ejects more liquid, the ratio of cone height to nozzle diameter decreases [Fig. 4(c)].

To summarize, we have presented a polymer-based, electrostatic jetting or electrospray device with a flat, superhydrophobic nozzle capable of maintaining high contact angles and stable jetting.
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